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Creating life
changing
opportunities
for children
and young people
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Welcome
I have the pleasure of welcoming
you to our 18/19 Season Review
following another outstanding
year for the LFC Foundation and
our beneficiaries.

Being Chair of the Club’s
official charity is a great
honour and the Board of
Trustees and I are so proud of
the work we have all achieved
together. From our fans and
supporters, the Club and
our staff, not to mention the
inspiring communities we
work with, everybody has
played a major part in our
collective achievements. This
is why we are the greatest
football family in the world.

There have been many highlights over the past 12
months, too many to include in this year’s review,
however I hope this gives you a better understanding
of the depth and breadth of the work we do we do in
Liverpool, Merseyside and beyond.
It has been a period of rapid growth for the charity with
a staggering 86% increase in the number of children and
young people we have supported through our work. This
has been achieved by expanding the reach and impact
of our existing programmes in addition to investing in
new projects. We have been working closely with schools,
authorities, community leaders and our youth panel to
ensure our work directly addresses the needs and issues
that young people face.
We are particularly excited about our new partnership
with Right To Play, a leading global charity that uses the
power of play to engage some of the most vulnerable
children across the world. By working together we
want to transform the lives of children, both at home
and away, by giving them the skills to rise above their
challenges and empower them to a build a better future.
The Board and I were delighted to announce the
new LFC Foundation Community Fund with Cash For
Kids, which supports local grassroots charities through
the success of our annual Legends Charity Match.
Over £100,000 has been invested to date, directly
supporting 93 causes across Liverpool and Merseyside.
Thank you once again for your continued support.
Without our fans, staff, funders and the LFC family we
could not change so many lives for the better.

Gavin Laws

Chair, LFC Foundation
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Our Board
A message from Peter Moore,
Liverpool FC CEO and
Vice-Chair of the
LFC Foundation
As Vice-Chair, CEO of Liverpool Football Club and as a
fan, it has been a joy to watch the Foundation go from
strength to strength over the past season.
We are not just a football club; we are a family. The
way we pull together to help those in need is part of
what it means to be a Liverpool fan. It is unique and it
is powerful – and your support is really making a huge
difference to the lives of young people in our most
deprived communities.
As custodians of our iconic Liver Bird, we have the
ability to engage some of the world’s most vulnerable
and hard-to-reach, by using the power of football
and the Club badge. We take this responsibility very
seriously and will continue to strive to make positive
change happen in Liverpool and with our family
around the world.
On behalf of everybody at Liverpool Football Club and
the Foundation, thank you.

Peter Moore

CEO, Liverpool Football Club
Vice Chair, LFC Foundation

A message from Matt Parish,
Director of the LFC Foundation
Having joined the LFC Foundation during this season,
I have been able to see and appreciate the growth of
our reach, how much impact we are already having,
and also how much opportunity there is for the support
we offer our communities to increase.
Our LFC Legends game v AC Milan Legends took place
within my first few weeks at LFC Foundation, and it
helped me to realise what a special Club this is. I am
continuously bowled over by the fans who enable us to
do the work we do through their passion and support.
Having worked within community/sports development
and football club charities for over 20 years, I genuinely
feel that we have special elements that are distinct
to LFC Foundation. The unique aspects of our work
include the Open Goals programme which offers sport
and physical activity for children and families in parks
and open spaces across Merseyside, our schools based
social action programme in partnership with #iwill,
and our Onside schools programme which supports
young people to make positive life choices.
On top of all that, we’re part of the world’s greatest
football family.
This season saw a number of significant milestones
for LFC Foundation. The launch of our partnership
with global charity Right To Play will expand Open
Goals locally and take our delivery overseas, we
proudly celebrated the 10th year of the Respect 4 All
programme for disabled young people, and the launch
of the LFC Community Fund with Radio City Cash4Kids
means that we can now fund other local charities and
community groups to support young people across the
Liverpool City Region.
We have an amazing and dedicated staff team and
incredibly supportive board of trustees and I know the
coming seasons will be even more exciting.
I am incredibly proud to lead this great charity that is
having a positive impact on so many lives.
Thank you to all our supporters, funders and partners.

Matt Parish

Director, LFC Foundation
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Our Board
Susan Black

Billy Hogan

Susan joined Liverpool FC in 2011 and is the Director of
Communications. She has over 20 years’ experience
in the telecommunications, technology and global
management consultancy sectors.

Billy joined Liverpool FC in 2012 and is the Club’s
Managing Director and Chief Commercial Officer,
responsible for Club-controlled revenue, marketing, digital
media and business development activities.

Dr Simon Bowers

Tom Werner

Simon is a GP at Fulwood Green Medical Centre in South
Liverpool and Clinical Director of the Digital Innovation
strand of Healthy Liverpool.

Tom is Chairman of Liverpool FC and the Boston
Red Sox. He was instrumental in establishing and
overseeing the Red Sox Foundation, America’s
largest sports team charity.

Linda Henry
Linda is the Managing Director of the Boston Globe. She
is a Co-Founder of HUBweek, a fantastic collaboration
between the Boston Globe, Harvard University, MIT
and Massachusetts General Hospital that explores the
intersection of art, science and technology.

Laura Weston
Laura joined the LFC Foundation’s Board of Trustees in
August 2019. An independent brand and PR consultant,
Laura recently returned to live in Liverpool after 20 years
spent in London, most recently as Managing Director at
Iris Worldwide heading up its award-winning sports and
entertainment agency.

Our DNA
The Liverpool Way
Established as an independent registered charity in
2010, the LFC Foundation provides a platform for the
greatest football family in the world to come together
and help those in need.

By harnessing the passion and power of our fans, we can
make a real difference. Our mission is to bring together
the LFC family to create life changing opportunities for
children and young people.

Just like our football club, we want to be the best,
helping Liverpool FC make an impact both on and off
the pitch. Our vision is to become the world’s leading
football foundation that improves the lives of children
and young people.

As the Club’s official charity we do things The Liverpool
Way. We uphold the Club’s values of ambition, unity,
dignity and commitment.

What we do
The LFC Foundation focuses on four core areas of work:

High quality community delivery
Targeted programmes delivered by the LFC Foundation in schools and across communities.

Raising Funds
Generating sustainable income to support the work of the LFC Foundation, grassroots and partner charities.

Working in Partnership
Combining the power of the Club badge, Foundation expertise and sector leaders to maximise social impact.

Engaging Fans
Harnesses the power and passion of LFC fans worldwide to make positive change happen in Liverpool and
their local communities.
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Our impact areas
The LFC Foundation focuses its work in areas of high
need and deprivation across Liverpool, Merseyside
and beyond.

We do this by looking at the root causes of the issues that
affect children and young people, and by focusing our
programme delivery outcomes on three key areas:

By supporting children, young people and their families
we aim to deliver sustainable and long-term change for
communities, ensuring our work leaves a positive legacy
and continues to benefit future generations.

Wellbeing
Living healthy & happy

Skills
Achieving success in life

Communities
Inspiring lives together
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Our season
in numbers

28,630
176,663
places filled on
our programmes

25
increase
%

individual children
and young people

86
increase
%

Wellbeing

813
%
258
increase

children and young
people engaged
in disability
sports activities

49
8

80%

increase in
Holiday Camp
attendances

cystic fibrosis patients engaged
through pour MOVE project with
Alder Hey Children’s Hospital

63%

increase

Skills

498

1306

young people engaged
in targeted employability
programmes

disadvantaged children
and young people
engaged in our
IntoUniversity programme

194

%

8,326

increase

primary school
children supported
across our 24 official
partner schools

Communities

337

84

106

454

of girls participated
in female football
programmes

%

increase

Red
Family

%

Increase in children
and families engaged in
Open Goals

%

Increase in attendances
at our Mini Kicks

£100k

+

grant funding to local
grassroots charities

200

+

registered volunteers
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Respect 4 All | MOVE | Holiday Camps | Military Veterans | Health Goals Malawi
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Respect 4 All
Making football and
sport accessible and
inclusive for all.

813

Age Range

5-30+

children and
young people

FREE
to attend
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The LFC Foundation’s inclusion programme provides
free weekly sports, football and physical activity sessions
for children and young people with complex and
additional needs.
Respect 4 All provides coaching and multi-sports sessions for
people with a range of needs including but not restricted to;
Learning Difficulties, Deaf and Physical Impairments, Visual
Impairments, Autism and Wheelchair Users.
Our sessions are fun, relaxed and offer a great opportunity
for families to come together, make new friends, learn new
skills and share experiences.

All
ect 4
Resp rsary
Annive

S
YEAR
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Case Study

Meet Reagan
Reagan is the ‘heart and soul’ of her weekly Respect 4
All sessions, which she has been attending for the last
eight years with mum, Vicky.
We visited them at our Woodchurch session to find why
Respect 4 All is such an important part of their lives.
Vicky (an Evertonian, much to Reagan’s disapproval)
“I think for our youngsters, especially girls with additional
needs, there’s not a lot out there for them. She was really
little when she stared coming, and she’s been able to
build up her fitness, her skill set and her confidence.”
Reagan (LFC super-fan)
“I was nervous when I started coming and I didn’t know
how I was going to cope with it, but I love it now. I enjoy
seeing my friends and having fun. The LFC Foundation
coaches are really awesome. We do all the fun stuff we
like to do!”

Vicky
“What I’ve got from this is seeing her grow and seeing her
experiencing the amazing things LFC can offer her, and
to see her so happy and enjoying things.”
“Thank you for everything that everybody does to keep
these sessions going. Because of you, our kids are able to
join in and have special moments.”

She’s the heart and soul of
our sessions
Terri, LFC Inclusion Manager

Highlight

10 Years of Respect 4 All
Launched in February 2009, the Respect 4 All inclusion
programme provides free weekly multi-sports and
activity sessions for children and young people with
complex and additional needs.
Sessions are run by FA qualified coaches and take place
six days a week in four locations across the Liverpool City
Region. To date, the programme has worked with over
4,000 local participants over the past decade.
LFC Foundation Project Lead, Terri Ritchie, said: “Respect
4 All aims to remove potential barriers that can exist
regarding accessibility to sport for disabled people.”
“We want to improve the inclusion between people
with and without disabilities and our sessions are a
great opportunity for participants and their families to
come together, make friends, learn new skills and share
experiences.”
“We’re extremely proud of everything Respect 4 All has
achieved over the last decade and we’re looking forward
to working with many more local kids in the next 10 years
and beyond.”
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MOVE
Supporting the treatment
and management of Cystic Fibrosis
The LFC Foundation provides specialist coaching
support for children living with Cystic Fibrosis (CF)
at Alder Hey Children’s Hospital
Physical activity is critical to increasing the life
expectancy of children living with CF. Through exercise,
benefits include a slower rate of decline in lung function
and clearing of mucus allowing for easier breathing.
There is also an improvement in mental wellbeing of both
patients and family members, improving their overall
quality of life.

Each participant in the project is provided with an
LFC Foundation coach mentor to help drive sports
participation and a sustainable level of support. As
hospital visits can be uncomfortable for CF patients, our
team of coaches wearing LFC colours and crest can help
lift spirits and raise morale.

49

individual children
and young people

Age Range

5 - 18

FREE
to attend

Highlight

When Jürgen Met Carson
Jürgen Klopp paid a visit to Alder Hey Hospital
and although an Everton fan, Carson was clearly
overwhelmed to meet the LFC Manager, who had come
to hospital to learn about Cystic Fibrosis and how the
MOVE project is helping local kids like Carson.

After having a kick-about in
the gym, Jürgen chatted with
Carson about the importance
of keeping active and joked
that he should consider
switching football teams.
Jürgen’s Gala Dinner on 19 November will raise funds for
the MOVE project specifically. He said: “Alder Hey is a
fantastic place and I’m always interested to learn about
the brilliant work they do. I was very pleased to hear that
the LFC Foundation was working closely with the hospital
and will be donating the proceeds of my Gala Dinner to
fund the MOVE project, to support local kids like Carson.”

14
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Holiday Camps
Out of school sports
and activity camps
for children aged
4 to 14 years.

Our programme of holiday camps purposely run
outside of the school calendar, providing a fun and safe
environment to enjoy a variety of games and multi sports
during the school holidays.

831

individual children
and young people
attend

Age Range

4 - 14

Highlight

Milner Surprises Local Summer Camp
James Milner headed to Anfield Sports and Community
Centre to surprise participants at LFC Foundation’s
summer camp.
The Reds’ vice-captain met with youngsters attending
football and multi-sports camps - which are funded
through his own charity, The James Milner Foundation
- to see first-hand how participants benefit from the
sessions. Together we aim to encourage children aged
6-15 years to participate in healthy recreation and lead
more active lifestyles.

For the past three years, JMF has made an annual
donation of £16k to LFC Foundation, allowing local
Anfield children to enjoy safe and fun activities
throughout school holidays.
Free-of-charge camps run during the half-term and
summer breaks and offer youngsters the chance to take
part in a variety of sports including football, dodgeball,
cricket, hockey and rugby - with over 1,000 young people
benefitting from the sessions to date.
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Military Veterans
Supporting military service men
and women back into civilian life
The LFC Foundation’s Military Vets’ free football
sessions give our participants the chance to increase
their physical activity and exercise levels, whilst
improving their mental wellbeing through the formation
of new friendships with like-minded people, open
communication and encouragement from coaches and
other participants.

Case Study

Meet Paul
After eight years of service across the world, military
veteran Paul Fallows has benefited greatly from his
involvement with LFC Foundation.
When the 42-year-old ex-serviceman first returned to
the UK, he suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). However, through attending LFC Foundation’s
Military Veterans programme, Paul has transformed
his outlook.
Paul first attended the Military Veterans weekly football
sessions around five years ago and has found the open
communication and comradeship extremely valuable in
aiding his recovery.
He said: “I served in the military for over eight years,
travelling all around the world. Upon my return from
service, it was a great boost for me to hear about the
LFC Foundation’s work in the local community and their
dedicated project for ex-military service men
and women.
“The Military Vets sessions improve my physical activity
and exercise levels, whilst helping my mental wellbeing
through the formation of new friendships with likeminded people.”
Since then, Paul has furthered his involvement with LFC
Foundation - first becoming a volunteer coach for its Kicks
sessions and then progressing to goalkeeping coach for
the U18 development squad.
Paul has now gained his FA Goalkeeping Level 1 coaching
badge and is passing his knowledge and skillset onto
young LFC Foundation participants, including 13-year-old
Harry Galvin
Harry said: “I’m a goalkeeper and play football at Kicks
every week. Since Paul has been here, he’s really boosted
my confidence as a goalie and developed my skills.
“He’s improved my decision making in one-on-ones, my
communication with defenders, my confidence with the
ball at my feet and taking goal kicks.”

16

Through the provision of weekly football sessions at both
the Liverpool FC Academy and Netherton Goals, and
national football tournaments, the LFC Foundation seek
to recapture the ‘spirit of service’ and comradeship that is
so powerful amongst ex-military personnel and often lost
on their return from service.

414

participants

Age Range

18+

FREE
to attend
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Health Goals Malawi
Improving teenage health
access and education
Health Goals Malawi is a two-year project that aims
to reduce the transmission of HIV and other sexually
transmitted diseases in Malawi, by raising awareness
of support services and educating young people about
the risks.
The medium of football and the power of the LFC
badge aims to support engagement with local
people, in particular young males aged 14-22 who are
predominantly hard to reach and least likely to access
health education and services such as self-testing and
treatment plans.
During their time in Malawi, representatives from both
organisations will be working with the Malawi Liverpool
Welcome Trust (MLW) to progress with the activation
of the project; delivering football training sessions to
local villagers across Blantyre, Chikwawa and other
surrounding districts, and providing ‘Coach the Coach’
intensive training sessions to 10+ new Malawi-based
coaches, enabling the delivery of high-quality sports
sessions to thousands of youngsters across Malawi.

LSTM and LFC Foundation will attend the at the MLW
Kafukufuku research festival in Chikiwawa, to showcase
the self-testing education video, featuring LFC star,
Sadio Mané, in which he explains the importance of
understanding your HIV status, and demonstrates how to
use a self-testing kit.
From the beginning, the Senegalese footballer has
played a massive role in raising the profile of the
project and ensuring the campaign appeals to young
Malawians. As well as featuring in the video and
promotional materials, Sadio launched the project earlier
in the year and met with Malawian coaches when they
visited Liverpool in April 2018, during the first phase of the
Health Goals Malawi project.

Age Range

31

Malawi Coaches
trained by
August 2019

14 - 22 5000
young people
engaged by
end 18/19
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Primary Stars | Enterprise | Onside | #iwill | Leadership Through Sport and Business
IntoUniversity North Liverpool | Works | Street Soccer
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Primary Stars
Using the appeal of
football to inspire
children to learn, be
active and develop
important life skills

12211
pupils

20

26

partner schools

100+

schools engaged

The Premier League Primary Stars programme works
with primary school teachers to deliver fun, educational
sessions. Teaching materials cover subjects from English
and Maths to teamwork and PE, with free to download
activity ideas, worksheets, lesson plans, fun assemblies and
exclusive videos.
Learning is connected to the real world of sport to enthuse
pupils when tackling challenging PSHE topics such as
resilience, diversity, self-esteem and fair-play. Club support
and online resources are also designed to help primary
school teachers improve their confidence and skills in
delivering PE lessons.
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Case Study

Meet Lily
Lily was often reluctant to get involved in her regular
PE lesson with the LFC Foundation. She suffers from
several health issues she has had from birth and shows
signs that she is not always in control of her emotions
and can lash out or become angry when unable to
complete tasks.

As the weeks went by it was clear to see the difference in
Lily’s development, confidence and her ability to control
her emotions. The amount of time that she participated
in sessions increased, her role within lessons improved and
she started to communicate and work as part of a team
– even becoming team captain!

The LFC Foundation coaches identified Lily’s need for
additional support and worked with her teachers to
create a personalised programme to develop her selfesteem and engagement in readiness for Lily’s transition
to secondary school.

We asked Lily to give us three words to describe how
she now feels about PE. She said: “Happy, excited and
determined”.
Lily’s teachers said:
“Lily now shows she can cope with the competitive
element, her social and sports skills have improved and it
was nice to see other children in class use school
behaviour ideas to get her back on track and keep
involved in the lessons.

21

Primary Stars

Highlight

Legends Talk About Resilience
Former Liverpool stars Patrik Berger and Vladimir
Smicer visited a local primary school in Anfield recently
to help LFC Foundation deliver a Premier League
Primary Stars lesson.

With Berger and Smicer both playing key roles in some
of the Reds’ greatest comebacks, the children learned
valuable skills such as determination, self-belief and
teamwork.

The ex-Reds surprised pupils at All Saints Catholic Primary
School and took part in an interactive class focused on
resilience.

Smicer said: “Resilience was very important for me and
my career. You have plenty of ups and downs, and it’s not
always on a high - I had to be resilient and determined.”

The session drew on the careers of both players and the
children were shown footage of historic LFC cup finals,
including the 2001 FA Cup, the 2001 UEFA Cup and the
famous 2005 Champions League victory in Istanbul.
Pupils also had the opportunity to see the European Cup
up close.

I’m very happy to still be connected
with Liverpool and involved in
projects like this.
Vladimir Smicer

Partner Schools
All Saints Catholic Primary School | Arnot Saint Mary Church of England Primary School |
Childwall Valley Primary School | Faith Primary School | Florence Melly Community Primary School |
Four Oaks Community Primary School | Gwladys Street Primary And Nursery School | Holy Cross Catholic
Primary School | Kirkby C Of E Primary School | Lawrence Community Primary School | Millbrook
Community Primary School | New Park Primary School | Northwood Community Primary School |
Park Brow Community Primary School | Pinehurst Primary School | Springwell Park Community Primary
School | St Augustine’s R C Primary School | St Francis De Sales Infants & Nursery School |
St John Bosco Catholic Primary School | St Joseph The Worker R C School | St Margaret’s Primary
School | St Marie’s Catholic Primary School | St Michael R C Primary School | The Beacon Church of
England Primary School | The Trinity Catholic Primary School | Whitefield Primary School

22

7229
pupils

26

partner schools

100

schools supported
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Enterprise
Reducing underachievement and improving
educational outcomes to help address skills gaps
and prepare young people for the world of work.
Premier League Enterprise is joint-funded by the
Premier League and Sport Relief and uses the backdrop
of professional football clubs’ business models to deliver
enterprise education to inspire young people and
increase their aspirations and skills.
Through the power of football and the LFC crest,
Enterprise extra-curricular sessions challenge youngsters
to think strategically and utilise their learnings to
communicate business ideas and grow their skill set.

Age Range

348
children
and young
people

11-17

We aim to channel the
passion of each youngster’s
support of Liverpool FC into
an entrepreneurial output
and uncover each child’s
inner potential for business
and enterprise.

FREE
to attend
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New: Onside
Addressing the issues around youth and gang crime
in conjunction with schools across Merseyside.
The LFC Foundation’s Onside Project is delivered by
Foundation coaches in both The De La Salle Academy
in Croxteth and North Liverpool Academy in Anfield.
The coaches use the power of the LFC badge to
engage with students and provide them with key skills,
confidence and the resilience needed to overcome
obstacles and choose the right pathways in life.
Acting Assistant Chief Constable Chris Green, returned
to his old school to learn about how the programme is
having a positive impact on young people.
Chris said: “Today brought back plenty of good memories
of my school days at De La Salle. On the surface the
school doesn’t seem to have changed much; but after
speaking to the teaching staff, the issues that schools
face are very different.
“It’s great to see that The De La Salle Academy and
also North Liverpool Academy, are being proactive and
utilising the resources of LFC Foundation to engage with
the students and hopefully try and tackle and prevent
some of these potential issues.”

24

Matt Parish, Director of LFC Foundation said: “This
innovative project allows our coaches to use the power
of sport and the LFC brand to break down barriers with
young people and get them talking about serious issues
affecting their community.
“Both schools are already feeling the benefits of the
project and have reported a significant improvement in
the attendance rates of those students involved. We have
massive aspirations for what we can achieve during the
three years.
The three-year Onside project is equally funded by
LFC Foundation and Merseyside Police. LFC Foundation
has contributed £150,000 from money raised from
LFC Legends charity games, which has been matchfunded through the Merseyside Police Community
Cash Back Fund.
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New: #iwill
Engaging young people in social action, supporting
and empowering them to be active citizens, both
now and in the future
The LFC Foundation’s £1million #iwill programme
launched in 2019. Over the next three years, over
3,500 local school children will benefit from the
programme, which proves targeted support for
young people as they transition from primary to
secondary school.
The programme is match funded by the #iwill fund,
which aims to make social action part of life for as many
10 to 20 year-olds as possible by the year 2020.
253 local children have already engaged in the LFC
Foundation’s #iwill pilot project, with an additional 10
schools commencing over the next 12 months.

What is social action?
Youth social action refers to activities that young
people do to make a positive difference to others or
the environment. There are lots of ways in which young
people can take practical action to make a positive
difference. These include volunteering, fundraising,
campaigning or supporting peers.

Age Range

3500+ 10-14 FREE
children
and young
people

for schools
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Leadership Through Sport and Business
Preparing and supporting bright young people
who face disadvantages into secure, sustainable,
high-quality careers in accounting, business
and finance
Together with the LFC Foundation, Leadership
Through Sport and Business (LTSB) provides young
people with personal and professional development
to prepare them for the world of work.
LTSB focuses attention on communities where
leadership potential is often wasted, and we empower
young people in the locations that we work to become
future business leaders.

Participants are provided with a real chance and a
helping hand to ignite their spark and to develop
into well rounded members of their community and
dedicated, hardworking employees who can ultimately
become leaders, movers and shakers.

Highlight

Zane Wins National Award
A young participant from LFC Foundation’s LTSB
programme won Accountancy Apprentice of the Year
at the PQ Magazine awards.
Zane Salmon, from Mossley Hill, fought off stiff
competition from across the UK to win the respected
award, which was presented during a prestigious
ceremony at Café de Paris in London.
The 21-year-old, who is currently working as Assistant
Accountant apprentice with Grant Thornton in
Liverpool, was nominated for the award by LTSB after
joining their 18-month course through LFC Foundation.
Zane said: “I was so happy to win the award. It’s a
really nice feeling knowing my hard work has been
recognised, but I know that I wouldn’t have received
this award without the help from LTSB and the
Liverpool FC Foundation.
“The programme has really changed my life - I have
grown so much, both personally and professionally,
over the last year.”
Zane added: “LTSB and the LFC Foundation have
pushed me outside of my comfort zone and have
got the best out of me. Their involvement has been
essential for my progress and I’ve really grabbed this
unique opportunity.”

Age Range

12

young people
attend

26

16-21

FREE
to attend
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IntoUniversity North Liverpool
Supporting disadvantaged children and young
people achieve their potential.
IntoUniversity North Liverpool is a partnership project
with the LFC Foundation, official charity of Liverpool
Football Club, University of Liverpool and national
educational charity, IntoUniversity.

Age Range

1306

The project supports children and young people in North
Liverpool from disadvantaged backgrounds to reach their
educational potential by providing a dedicated learning
centre, after-school clubs, homework support and
mentoring schemes.

young people
attend

7-19

FREE
to attend

North Liverpool

Inspiring young people to achieve

Case Study

Meet Hills & Wills
The LFC Foundation would like to introduce you to a
very special duo, who have directly benefited from a
collaborative skills project between; IntoUniversity, the
University of Liverpool and the LFC Foundation.
Hills and Wills are an exceptional set of twins from Anfield
in Liverpool and regular attendees of the IntoUniversity
North Liverpool Centre, which supports children and
young people from disadvantaged backgrounds to reach
their educational potential.

My best bit so far is when Simon
Mignolet visited and gave an
inspirational speech. He’s not as
tall as he looks on tv!
Wills

With an unparalleled desire and determination to
succeed, the 12 year-olds are wise beyond their years and
on their way to achieving their long-term ambitions, with
both envisaging their future careers as engineers.
Zöe Down, Lead Senior Education Worker
“Hills and Wills have been coming along since we opened.
They are really articulate, intelligent and curious boys, so
this is a perfect place for them as they can explore what
they may want to do in the future.”
It’s been engineering week in school so we took them to
the engineering department at the University of Liverpool
to give them a little insight into what it’s like at university
with the aim of inspiring them to reach their goals.
Hills
“It’s inspired me to become an engineer because I like
technology…[before coming here] we wouldn’t have had
the idea…some people might be nervous about university
but IntoUniversity helps you be who you want to be.”
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Works
Using the power of football and the Premier League
to engage young people who are not involved in
education, training or employment.
Premier League Works, delivered in partnership with
Professional Footballers Association and The Prince’s
Trust provides young people with support to develop
their personal and social skills giving them the
confidence and the experience they need to make a
positive transition back into education, access training
or gain meaningful employment.
The free eight-week course targets young people aged
18-25 though an intensive programme personalised to
the individual needs of attendees.

Age Range

young people
attend

Highlight

Legends Inspire On and Off the Pitch
Youngsters enrolled on LFC Foundation’s Premier
League Works scheme received a special surprise as
part of their employment programme when Liverpool
legends John Aldridge and Roy Evans paid them a visit
to deliver a career session with a difference.
Twenty-three 18 to 25-year-olds joined Aldridge for a
motivational team talk before heading out onto the
pitch for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to play on the
famous Anfield turf. Afterwards, Evans reminisced on
his journey from player to manager, and delivered an
educational talk on employability and how participants
can achieve their career goals.

Through an innovative
combination of one-toone support, personal
development workshops,
work placements and
community action, the
five-week scheme aims to
inspire and support young
people onto the next stage
in their lives.
28
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18-25

FREE
to attend
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New: Street Soccer
Tackling youth homelessness through training,
coaching and employability workshops.
The LFC Foundation has teamed up with footballing
charity, The Street Soccer Foundation, to help tackle
youth homelessness in Liverpool and the North West.
Launched in 2015, The Street Soccer Foundation provides
development programmes for vulnerable and homeless
16-24 year olds across the UK, offering them a fusion of
professional football training, positive mindset coaching
and employability-driven workshops.
In Liverpool, both foundations will co-deliver the Street
Soccer Academy course at Anfield. Liverpool FC staff
will be also supporting the programme, with employee
volunteers coaching and mentoring local young people
during the course.
Matt Parish, director of LFC Foundation, said: “The Street
Soccer Foundation brings a wealth of experience in
tackling youth homelessness, and together with our work
and networks in the local community, we will be able to
make a real difference to the lives of young people facing
such difficult challenges.”
Keith Mabbutt, CEO of The Street Soccer Foundation,
added: “We’re thrilled to be a part of the Liverpool
community and working alongside the club’s own
Foundation, especially at this pivotal moment in the
team’s history.”

We hope to raise awareness of
the issue of youth homelessness
in the city, and working with the
LFC Foundation, we can provide
a nurturing and educational
environment for the most
vulnerable in the local community.
Keith Mabbutt,

CEO of The Street Soccer Foundation

50

young people
attend

Age Range

16-24

FREE
to attend
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Kicks
Using the power of
football and sport to
inspire young people
in some of the most
high-need areas

2179
children and
young people

337

female
participants

Age Range

FREE
to attend
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7 - 19

The Premier League Kicks programme engages youngsters
aged 7 to 19 in constructive activities, including a wide
variety of sports, coaching, educational and personal
development sessions.
Kicks has helped transform communities across the country
with significant reductions in anti-social behaviour in the
areas in which the programme is delivered.
Kicks Football+
Building on the successes of the Kicks programme, Kicks
Football+ is a joint initiative between the LFC Foundation and
Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service.
Our sessions aim to address the key issues affecting young
people, helping to reduce anti-social behaviour and criminal
activity whilst positively impacting their mindset and
encouraging long-term personal growth and development.
Women and Girls
Delivered in partnership with the FA, the Women and Girls
Football programme aims to increase the number of women
and girls playing football on a regular basis.
The project increases opportunities for women and girls to
develop skills and confidence, and also identifies pathways to
develop as a player, coach or game official.
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LFC Double Win at
National Cruyff Tournament
The LFC Foundation is celebrated double success. Both
its boy’s and girl’s teams scored first place in the Cruyff
Court 6 vs 6 Tournament.
The teams, from the LFC Foundation’s Premier League
Kicks project, travelled to London on Saturday 6 July to
compete in the final rounds of the tournament, hosted by
Tottenham Hotspur FC.
Satisfyingly, both teams won all their fixtures, competing
against other regional winners from Aberdeen, Arsenal,
Everton, Hamilton and Tottenham.
The annual Cruyff Court 6 vs 6 Tournament is a national
championship for youngsters aged 10-12, that takes place
on Cruyff Courts across the UK.

LFC Foundation project lead, Tony Cosgrove, said: “This
tournament has become one of the highlights of the year
for our Kicks project. It allows us to bring together teams
from across the city to compete in preliminary rounds
with the regional winner being given the opportunity to
pull on the famous red shirt and represent LFC at the
prestigious event.”

Our players’ performances and conduct
on and off the pitch was exceptional,
they certainly did us proud.
Tony Cosgrove,

LFC Foundation project lead

New Anfield Girls Football HUB
The LFC Foundation have launched a new Girls Football
HUB, with the introduction of girls-only specific weekly
football sessions at Anfield Sports & Community Centre.

The HUB runs a programme of free sessions for female
players aged 5 to 13+ which are suitable for all skill levels
and abilities.

To help encourage the participation of girls within
football, the LFC Foundation are providing coaching
sessions for free to local girls interested in both playing,
learning the game and having fun.
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Kicks
Case Study

Meet Jessie
After becoming a regular at the LFC Foundation’s
Kicks sessions, huge Reds fan Jessie now plays for the
Liverpool Ladies Regional Talent Club and has dreams
of making it to the top.
The 13-year-old first attended the Kicks sessions over
three years ago and hasn’t looked back since. Having
impressed with her footballing ability and attitude, she
was encouraged to trial for Liverpool and is now an
important part of the girls’ U14 development squad.

Coming to Kicks gives me joy and it
keeps me healthy. In the future, I just
want to carry on playing football and
stay driven to hopefully go and play
professional football for Liverpool and
maybe be in the World Cup for
England Women.
Jessie,

LFC Foundation’s Kicks sessions
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Participating in the Kicks sessions allowed Jessie to gain
self-confidence and bring out the best of her footballing
ability, which she is now demonstrating at a high level.
She has already tasted success with the LFC Foundation
Kicks team, taking part in and winning three Cruyff
UK finals, the most recent of which she was named as
captain for.
LFC Foundation coach Stephen Leftley said: “When Jessie
first came to the sessions, she was a little bit shy, but she’s
just grown - and I think that confidence will help her in
her career to come.”
“The Friday night sessions are something away from
Academy football where she can express herself, it’s just
a less pressurised environment. Hopefully there’ll be an
England call-up for her in the future!”
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Open Goals
Free weekly multi sports and activity sessions in
local parks for children and their families
Launched in May 2018, Open Goals is a unique, fully
inclusive project designed to support families to be
more active together.
Open Goals encourages families to use their local
parks and public spaces, and to get active together
outdoors through fun activities such as frisbee golf and
orienteering - although we do have indoor facilities if
the weather gets too bad!
The sessions are purposely run on a drop-in basis and
the games are designed to be easily replicated at
home. The aim is to help break down barriers and
perceptions of physical activity and for it to become a
fun, everyday behaviour.

Through ‘teachable moments’ the project also helps
educate the local community about their parks,
bringing a sense of ownership and pride and helping to
sustain these spaces for the wider benefit.

527

children and
young people
Age Range

FREE

5+

to attend

Case Study

Meet Cieran and Oliver (and Phyllis)
Cieran and Oliver are regulars at our Open Goals
sessions in Newsham Park. They have been meeting up
with the LFC Foundation team every Saturday for the
past six months, accompanied by their Nan, Phyllis.
Whilst Cieran and Oliver were busy playing ultimate
frisbee we had a quick chat with Phyllis to get her
thoughts on Open Goals and how it has helped them.
What have been the main benefits to you and your
family?
“Mixing with other people, mixing with male adults which
they don’t usually. Seeing the kids enjoying themselves,
improvement in physical capability and getting them out
into the park. I love watching the kids enjoy themselves
and the way they interact with the coaches.”
Have you noticed any benefits outside of Open Goals?
“It gives the family a lot to talk about when together and
gives structure to the kids on a weekly basis. Working
with Cieran has seen an improvement in his interest in
sport and he is now showing an interest in PE. Hopefully
continued participation in Open Goals will increase his
confidence.”
What has been your favourite Open Goals moments
so far?
“The Open Goals Halloween, and Christmas wonderland
was amazing, as all the families from other parks get to
meet up and socialise with each other, Cieran and Oliver
love the bean bag races at the winter wonderland.”
36

What would you say to anybody interested in joining
Open Goals?
“I would encourage them to come to the park and take
a look. The coaches are really good with kids and they
will have no problem at all making it enjoyable for all.
Rob and Jamie find out what the kids like and enjoy and
make sessions relatable. Cieran likes the wildlife and the
coaches explore that, and Oliver loves being active and
the sports they do makes everybody happy.”
“Having Rob and Jamie at Newsham park every week is
a blessing. The consistency of having the same coaches
works really well.”
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Highlight

LFC Legend Surprises Open Goals Families
Liverpool FC Legend, Robbie Fowler, surprised families
at the launch of the LFC Foundation’s Open Goals
activity programme in Stanley Park.
As a prank, Robbie was introduced as the new LFC
Foundation Coach who would be helping with the
session, much to the surprise and confusion of the
families taking part.
Once over the initial shock, the families joined Robbie
in games of rounders, mini-tennis, and relay races, and
both kids and their parents enjoyed asking him questions
about his career and having their photograph taken
with him.

Jean Twine, who brought her four sons to the park to
enjoy the Open Goals session, said: “My kids loved
taking part in the Open Goals session today; they’re
a great excuse to get my kids away from the TV, and
outside in the fresh air having fun together as a family,
and socialising with other kids. We’ll definitely be
coming back.”

Having Robbie come along today was
a brilliant surprise, my kids can’t wait
to tell their friends that they were
coached by the famous Robbie Fowler.
Jean Twine
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Right to Play
Highlight
Liverpool FC Foundation and Right To Play have
teamed up to launch a global partnership to provide
vulnerable children around the world with the tools
and skills they need to overcome the impacts of
poverty, conflict and disease.
The multi-year partnership will see the club’s
official charity working with Right To Play, a global
organisation that protects, educates and empowers
children and young people by harnessing the power of
sport and play.
This collaboration will focus on improving the
quality of education for high-need children around the
world, helping them to stay in school, resist exploitation
and abuse, to prevent disease and live safer and
healthier lives.
Right To Play’s partnership with Liverpool FC Foundation
will begin with joint programmes in Anfield and
Thailand and will expand to include other countries as
the partnership develops.
In Thailand, projects will focus on working with the most
vulnerable children living in urban Bangkok, to develop
critical life-skills, including leadership, self-confidence,
communication and resilience.
The programmes will also build and rehabilitate play
spaces to ensure safe, accessible areas for young people
to play and learn.
At home in Liverpool, the project will build upon the
LFC Foundation’s existing Open Goals programme in
Anfield, which provides free multi-sport sessions in local
parks to help educate and engage young people in the
local area.

Matt Parish, Director of Liverpool FC Foundation, said:
“As the club’s official charity, our key objectives are
focused around improving the lives of children in our
home of Liverpool, but also beyond, through the power
of sport and play. This is why joining together with Right
To Play is the perfect partnership for us so that we can
take our unique range of programmes to even more
deserving children around the world - it is a charity that
shares our values and passion for creating life changing
opportunities for young people and we’re incredibly
excited to get started and see what we can achieve
together.”
Kevin Frey CEO of Right To Play, said: “Right To Play
and Liverpool FC Foundation share the same goal – to
ensure that every child is protected, educated and
empowered to overcome adversity and flourish.”

We are inspired by this partnership,
which brings together two
organisations that understand the
power of sport and play to transform
the lives of children living in contexts
where it is hardest to be a child. We
look forward to joining forces with
Liverpool FC Foundation to give every
child the chance to rise and thrive.
Kevin Frey,

CEO of Right To Play

The partnership with Right To Play will enable Open
Goals to be delivered in more parks and open spaces
in areas of need across the Liverpool City Region, and
potentially beyond in the UK.
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LFC Foundation Legends
Charity Match 2019
Anfield Stadium, 24 March 2019
Steven Gerrard scored a trademark last-minute winner
to give Liverpool FC Legends a 3-2 victory over Milan
Glorie in the LFC Foundation charity match at Anfield
on Saturday afternoon.
Robbie Fowler and Djibril Cisse had put Kenny Dalglish’s
Reds into a two-goal lead over a visiting side
packed with European greats, who levelled the
score in the second half through Andrea Pirlo and
Giuseppe Pancaro.
But there was still time for Gerrard to shuffle into
a shooting position at the edge of the box and find
the far corner with a low strike to delight the
partisan crowd.
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Just as he did in Istanbul
14 years ago, the Scouser
summoned a piece of
inspiration with a threaded
finish from 20 yards at the
Kop end to put the seal on
a special afternoon’s work
for all involved.
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The game unfolded in front of a sell-out crowd as vital
funds were raised for the club’s official charity and its
mission to create life-changing opportunities for children
and young people.
And the teamsheet at Anfield featured a stellar cast of
heroes from two sides who took a victory apiece in the
2005 and 2007 Champions League finals.
The likes of Jamie Carragher, Fowler, Luis Garcia, Gerrard
and Dirk Kuyt were matched by Cafu, Gennaro Gattuso,
Filippo Inzaghi, Kaka and Pirlo.

5

£1m
raised

Goals

2m

watched
live on
Facebook

54,000
sell out
crowd
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Fundraising
Highlight

Reds fans come together to help
raise vital funds for the Club’s official charity
Jürgen Klopp’s Charity Dinner Raises £50,000
LFC Foundation expressed its thanks to the LFC
family and to Liverpool FC Manager and LFC
Foundation Ambassador, Jürgen Klopp, for giving
time to support the fundraiser - with £50,000 raised
going to LFC Foundation’s MOVE project at Alder Hey
Children’s Hospital.
The project specifically supports Alder Hey patients
who have Cystic Fibrosis. The power of football and the
LFC badge are used to encourage them to partake in
plenty of physical activity, which is critical to improving
the quality of life and increasing the life expectancy of
children living with the condition.

£50k
raised
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Guests were welcomed into the stunning venue by Dean
of Liverpool, Dr. Sue Jones, and enjoyed sounds from
the ‘Liverpool Harmonic Gospel Choir’ which included a
heart-warming rendition of “You’ll Never Walk Alone”.
Guests watched from their tables as a montage of
Jürgen’s best moments were projected onto the big
screen, before the evening’s compere, Peter McDowell,
introduced Jürgen onto the stage.
The captivated audience watched on as they chatted
about Jürgen’s career and ambitions for Liverpool FC,
and he answered questions from fans in the audience,
about both his personal and professional life.
Interim Head of LFC Foundation, Jenny Stewart, said:
“This is an astounding amount to raise in just one
evening; we are overwhelmed and immensely grateful to
all who attended and made contributions.”
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Highlight

New: LFC Foundation Lottery
The LFC Foundation launched its own matchday lottery,
available for fans to play from the beginning of the
18/19 season.
Former striker and Chair of Forever Reds, John Aldridge,
supported the launch of the LFC Foundation Lottery and
encouraged fans to take part.

LFC Foundation Lottery is a chance
for fans to win huge cash prizes,
signed merchandise and money
can’t buy experiences, while also
supporting young people in need
through the charity.

LFC Foundation to achieve its mission of creating life
changing opportunities for children and young people.
All net proceeds raised from the LFC Foundation Lottery
are equally split between a single jackpot winner and
the LFC Foundation.
The LFC Foundation Lottery will also provide opportunities
for fans to win exciting LFC prizes throughout the season,
including match tickets, signed merchandise and even a
chance to meet Jürgen Klopp at the LFC Foundation VIP
Gala Dinner in November.

John Aldridge,
Liverpool Legend

Tickets are priced £2, and every purchase helps the
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LFC Foundation Volunteer Programme
Volunteering is a fantastic way of engaging our
fans in the work of the Club’s official charity. In
addition to benefiting the LFC Foundation and
the children and young people we work with, the
programme also aims to develop the skills profile
of the volunteers themselves.
In 2018 the LFC Foundation launched a new scheme with Liverpool John
Moores University to give students the opportunity to learn new skills and
gain valuable experience in a community setting.
Volunteers provide valuable support for the Foundation, assisting with business
tasks, community programmes and at fundraising events such gala dinners
and the Run for the 96 5K in Stanley Park.

Case study

Meet Rinchen
Rinchen Tuladhar, is a final year student studying
Software Engineering at LJMU and volunteering with
the LFC Foundation.
Having studied at LJMU for three years and grown up
in Liverpool, Rinchen wanted to learn his new skills in the
city that he loves.
As a side project, Rinchen has been volunteering with
the LFC Foundation since the summer of March 2018.
Speaking about his work, he said:
“I love football and wanted to volunteer, so they perfectly
align. I’ve recently been doing more things online for the
Foundation through things like styling the website and
its content.”
As well as online work, Rinchen has also helped at their
multiple events: “One of the LFC Foundation’s activities
for the community is ‘Open Goals’, which are free weekly
multi sports and activity sessions in local parks for children
and families, so I was really proud to be a part of this and
help out any way that I could.
Everything I do for the LFC Foundation is pretty much
different, for example, one of the things I was also
involved with was the ‘Winter Wonderland Walk’
Over 350 people headed to Stanley Park, close to Anfield,
for a day of winter-themed fun led by LFC Foundation
coaches which was fantastic to be involved with. I had my
own stall and taught kids about being environmentally
friendly by getting them to recycle plastic waste.”
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LFC Foundation Community Fund
With Cash For Kids
The fund is available to help grassroots charities in
Merseyside that support children and young people
who are disabled, disadvantaged or suffering from
abuse or neglect – aligned to LFC Foundation’s mission
to create life changing opportunities for children and
young people.
Registered charities and constituted community groups/
clubs who meet the eligibility criteria are able to apply
for grants of up to £3,000, and potentially more in
exceptional circumstances.

Case study

Meet Yellow House
Yellow House aims to provide a creative escape for
young people to develop their musical talents, and the
charity has used its LFC Foundation Community Fund
grant to purchase new recording studio equipment in a
bid to offer the chance to pursue a career in music.
The charity has held collaborative workshops involving
the Bauer Media Academy and Radio City in a bid to
develop the youngsters’ skills using the studio equipment
that LFC Foundation has supported with.
Jonny Hesketh, director of Yellow House, said: “For us, this
money for equipment goes such a long way for the young
people.
“Not every aspiring musician, DJ or filmmaker can afford
this type of equipment. [With this donation] we are
saying to young people that we will prepare them for the
creative world.
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“We work on producing creativity – providing the
resources to produce and forge a career. It’s expensive
but this charity aims to provide for those who
can’t afford.”
Yellow House are preparing for their upcoming podcast
later this year, which will focus on mental health issues,
with young people sharing their stories and their attempt
to overcome these. The studio equipment bought
through the LFC donation will prove instrumental in
producing this.
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Case study

Meet Walking With Giants
The Walking with Giants Foundation, a non-profit
organisation in Liverpool, used the Foundation’s
£2,250 donation to host an all-inclusive family fun day
in Aigburth for families and those with dwarfism to
help raise awareness of the rare condition.
The activity day - ‘It’s a Knockout’ - brought those with
MPD and their families together from across the world to
enjoy an event with a range of inflatables, face painting
sessions, competitive racing and more.
The annual event was part of a five-day convention
which took place in Liverpool, bringing 73 young people
and their families from as far as Australia together to
make friends with those in a similar position and enjoy
respite for a short time.
Sue Connerty, founder and charity manager, said: “We
are incredibly grateful for the donation made through the
LFC Foundation.

“With ‘It’s A Knockout’ and our annual convention we
give children the opportunity to meet other kids who are
going through the same and to make new friends.
“It gives the children a sense of belonging and inclusion,
which is the most important thing.”
Sue, parent of Alex, a young boy with MPD, said:

For me to be able to watch my three
children all take part in the same
event and not feel that my child with
the disability is being left out on the
side line means the absolute world to
me. It was the best day ever.
Sue,

Parent of a young boy with MPD
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Supporting the LFC family
Owen McVeigh Foundation
Owen McVeigh, a young LFC fan, tragically lost his life
to leukaemia.
The Owen McVeigh Foundation was established by
Owen’s parents, Mark and Joanne, with the aim of
helping children who are ill with cancer and their families
in the Merseyside area. They support children and their
families by granting wishes, providing time and support
for them when they need it the most.
Over the past year Peacock Lodge has welcomed 40
families and is now working in partnership with Alder Hey
Children’s Charity, Teenage Cancer Trust, CHICS and Clik
Sergeant to reach out to more families in need.

Sean Cox Appeal
The LFC Foundation supported the appeal through
match funding bucket collections at Anfield and
hosting a special LFC Lottery draw in in support of
Seán via the Seán Cox Rehabilitation Trust.
Proceeds from the matchday lottery at the Reds’ final
Premier League fixture of the 2018-19 season went to
support Seán. £4,250 thanks to the generosity of fans
at the Wolverhampton Wanderers game in May. The
amount raised was the highest figure reached at an
individual game since the matchday lottery began
last August.
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The LFC Foundation donated
£36,300 to refurbish Peacock
Lodge, a sustainable,
permanent respite lodge at
South Lakeside Leisure Village
for children, parents and
families to use. Investment
ensured the lodge was a
relaxing and comfortable
space to visit and could also
accommodate any medical or
access needs.
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Zoe’s Place
LFC Foundation has pledged a £50k donation to Zoe’s
Place baby hospice in Liverpool. The official charity of
Liverpool Football Club matched the donation made
by Reds star Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain.
The midfielder visited Zoe’s Place in April, alongside LFC
Foundation, to help raise awareness of the vital services
the centre provides to local families.
Zoe’s Place is an independent registered charity which
offers palliative, respite and end-of-life care to babies
and infants aged from birth to five years who suffer from
life-limiting or life-threatening conditions.

After meeting with the children and their families,
Oxlade-Chamberlain said:

These families are going through
things I can’t even begin to imagine.
Their grace and dignity in the face of
unspeakable pain is truly humbling.
Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain,
Liverpool Player

LFC Foundation is match-funding Oxlade-Chamberlain’s
donation thanks to the support of Reds fans who
attended the sell-out Legends charity match in March.
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Liverpool FC Foundation
Balance Sheet
As at 31st May 2019
Fixed assets

£

Intangible assets

10,248

Tangible assets

62,710

Investments

1
72,959

Current assets

£

Debtors

333,723

Cash at bank
& in hand

3,067,333
3,401,056

Creditors

£

Amounts falling due
within one year

796,164

Net Current assets

2,604,892

Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds

Total

£

£

£

Donations and legacies

380,165

-

380,165

Charitable activities

355,534

1,009,041

1,364,575

Other trading activities

1,679,396

-

1,679,396

Interest received

6,014

-

6,014

Total Income

2,421,109

1,009,041

3,430,150

Raising funds

788,166

-

788,166

Charitable activities

1,147,799

1,082,363

2,230,162

Total expenditure

1,935,965

1,082,363

3,018,328

Net income/
(expenditure)

485,144

(73,322)

411,822

Transfers between
funds

(2,451)

2,451

-

Net movement in funds

482,693

(70,871)

411,822

Total funds brought
forward

1,896,739

369,290

2,266,029

Total funds carried
forward

2,379,432

298,419

2,677,851

Income from:

Expenditure on:

Reconciliation of funds:
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Creating life
changing
opportunities
for children
and young people
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Thanks to Funders

The LFC Foundation is incredibly
grateful for the amazing support
we receive from our parent
company, Liverpool Football Club,
and from across the LFC family.
We would also like to thank our funders
and donors, whose continued support has
enabled the LFC Foundation to improve
the life and health chances of even more
children and young people in need.
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Together.
For Good.
Red Hearts, LFC Foundation’s new major donors’
scheme, brings together a collection of like-minded
people who are connected through their passion for
Liverpool Football Club and enthusiasm to help our
most vulnerable communities.
Your donations will enable the LFC Foundation and our
trusted community partners to deliver a range of programmes
and initiatives in the most high-need areas across Liverpool
City Region.
100% of your gift is used for charitable purposes, ensuring
your donation makes an immediate difference on the ground.
To find out more about Red Hearts, and the
difference your donation could make, please email

Tracy.Boden-Coyne@liverpoolfc.com
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Creating life
changing
opportunities
for children
and young people
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Creating life
changing
opportunities
for children
and young people

liverpoolfc.com/foundation
The LFC Foundation is the official charity of Liverpool Football Club.
An independent charity registered in England & Wales with The Charity Commission, Charity Number: 1096572.
Registered Office: Anfield Road, Liverpool, England L4 0TH.

